Welcome: Architectural policy meet-up for those working with and
interested in local architectural policies
Time: Fri 14 October 2016, 9 am – 1 pm (light lunch served from noon)
Place: Kulturkontakt Nord / The Nordic Culture Point, Kaisaniemenkatu 9
Organised by: ARCHINFO – Architecture Information Centre Finland in collaboration with
the Finnish Association for Architects SAFA
Moderator of the day: Leena Rossi
PROGRAMME
9.00

Welcome words
Asko Takala, Chairman of the Board, ARCHINFO – Architecture Information Centre Finland
Introduction to the day
Leena Rossi, Chairman of the Board, the Finnish Association of Architects SAFA and
Director of City Planning, City of Jyväskylä

9.15

Vejle (Denmark) – Architectural policies as boosters of urban development
Henrik Stjernholm, architect MAA, StjernholmArchitecture,
former City Architect

10.00

Group discussion: How to create possibilities through architectural policies?

11.15

Participants from the Nordic expert meeting for national architectural policy agents join the
meeting

11.30

Dimensions of architectural policy: Case Malmö
Christer Larsson, Director of City Planning, Malmö

12.00

Light lunch

13.00

Guided tour of new architecture in Helsinki begins
First stop: Helsinki University Main Library, Kaisa House (Anttinen Oiva Architects, 2012)
Meet at Kaisaniemenkatu entrance

Some questions to think about in advance:
• Is the great diversity of national policies a strength or a weakness? Do we need more coordinated
collaboration and who would be best suited to provide this?
• How can national policies support local activities?
• What are the successful strategies, processes or projects of the built environment like in which architectural
policies have played an important role?
• How can architectural policies foster culturally sustainable development?
• Why do architectural policies sometimes have less impact than hoped for? Should we re-examine our target
groups and/or message? How to broaden cross-sectoral links in creating and executing architectural
policies?
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